


Presentation 
Nagore is a small company that designs, manufactures and sells organic shoes produced
by craftsmen in Europe (Menorca, Spain). 
Nagore is an original and fun-loving brand offering a range of shoeware that is re-launched
 with the hope of becoming a benchmark in the industry.
It was created by a group of artisans and designers with an alternative, casual and ecological
approach.



Materials

 Leathers
    Vegetable tanning. The leather is placed directly on the tree bark
 to dry and thus we follow a traditional and natural tanning. The
 materials we use are chrome-free, in order to respect the environment.

 Creppe and Lactae Hevea
    Both are saps from the "Hevea" trees in Brazil, from which we
 obtain the rubber and afterwards the creppe. Both are purely natural
 rubbers. They are used for the soles of our shoes.

 Cotton and Jute
    Vegetable and biodegradable fibre fabrics made following
 ecological manufacturing processes. We use these materials both for
 the summer shoes and for the winter paddings.

 Cork
    Produce which comes from the bark of cork trees. We use it in the
 anatomic soles, thus making the shoe much more ergonomic and
 comfortable.

 Rubber
    The rubber we use comes from recycled car tyres. Once you have
 used the shoe, if you return it back to us, we will use the materials
 to manufacture more shoes.



 NAGORE IS...

 Comfortable
    Our lasts adapt to our feet's anatomy, they are wide and
 structured. The different leathers used are vegetable tannings,
 soft and nice to the touch. The soles are made of natural rubber
 from elastic and flexible saps.

  Cosmopolitan and Social
    We like to share our life, share the world, learn from nature,
 wander with our friends to know knew places, new cultures and
 enjoy our environment as well as those elements which are closer
 to us.

 Casual and Vital
    Shoes, which make both you and us, enjoy life. Our colours are a
 symbol of vitality and self-assurance. Happiness is our source of
 inspiration.



 NAGORE IS...

 Open Mind
    We are always open to receive new ideas and opinions which
 help us to understand our customers as we live in a world with
 different perspectives.

 Sensitive and Honest
    We respect our environment and we want to leave our social
 and ecological mark. We say this in absolute honesty. Shoes are
 designed  to be manufactured with products which are natural
 and thus healthy for us and for the environment. They are
 manufactured handmade in Europe, under fair working conditions.
 We believe that we must take into consideration all the elements
 which surround our shoes when we design them, as if they were
 some friend of ours.
 Likewise, the shoeboxes are also reusable and the bags handed out
 at our shops are made of compost potato flour. Our shoes are a
 dream of freedom, which allow us to enjoy everything we do and
 which we hope we continue doing so.



Barcelona shop

Nagore Stores
We have used our own name-brand stores as selling
outlets from the very beginning as a way of
communicating our philosophy and having a direct
relationship and face-to-face encounters with the client.
Nagore’s new store in Barcelona is located in the
Gracia district.
We chose this area because it represents a town within
the city: town squares bustling with leisurely, happy and
cultural life, a neighbourhood where there is open
communication between its people and small businesses,
and first-hand dealings with artisan and designer creative
workshops.
The results are spaces and opportunities for direct interaction
between customers and high-quality manufacturers.



 History

 Our story begins in Menorca (Balearic Islands, Spain) in 1983 and
 since then we have been operating both in Menorca and Barcelona.

 We began in quite a peculiar way, as we started selling shoes at craft
 markets and music festivals.

 In 1992, we set up our own workshop and we opened the first Nagore
 shop in Cuidatella, Menorca. This has been one of the pillars of our
 brand since the opening of our shops.

 Our first model was the Minorcan abarcas. We innovated as regards
 colours and models.

 The Mediterranean Sea has been our inspiration and is still, thanks to
 its colouristic spirit, together with its relaxed life style.

 Currently we have three shops in Menorca and Barcelona where we offer
 two collections every year with models based on Design, Craftsmanship
 and Sustainability; a conceptual fashion which lasts forever.
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